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The Reconstruction of 17th Ave. SW provides an opportunity which is to 
create an alternative, experimental approach to integrating art projects 
within the City’s urban design and maintenance activities.

Our aim is to provide the Reconstruction Project Team with an experimental 
approach for ART INTEGRATION, one that is based on both academic 
research and practical experience in Public Art. 

 This Approach will be referred to as the cREative Realm.

WHY:
One of the major goals of implementing civic arts projects integrated within 
the road construction process is to counteract potential negative economic 
impact on the area with positive attention generated through engaging the 
public in creative ways. This presents a unique opportunity for opening a 
dialogue between disciplines and stakeholders about the way we build, 
maintain, and understand traffic infrastructure. 

This document outlines a plan for the Integration of Art Projects into 
the	Major	Roads	Reconstruction,	17	Avenue	SW	Corridor,	
from 14 Street SW to Macleod Trail SE. 

1 The PURPOSE

2 The opportunity

introducing:

re-Construct
re-Imagine
re-Invigorate
re-Engage
Create / krēˈāt /=	to	bring	(something)	into	existence

A Realm /ˈrɛlm/	=	a	community	or	territory

The vision of the cREative Realm Plan is comprised of four key principles:

1-	OPEN a creative dialogue about the 17th Avenue infrastructure 
rehabilitation project that seeks to find ways of including creative practitioners 
in the reconstruction process.

2-	CONNECT citizens to the process of tearing up /reconstructing 17th Avenue 
through cultural happenings, artistic interpretations and participatory events.

3-	SUPPORT communication between the city and the citizens, between the 
multiple project stakeholders, the businesses and their customers, the artists 
and their audiences.

4-	CREATE new cultural projects that encourage collaboration, aesthetic 
enhancement and social interaction.

3 the VISION

4 The WORK

The scope of work for the cREative Realm is to provide activation of the 17th 
Ave SW. streetscape during the 2017-2018 Reconstruction Project through the 
implementation of Creative Projects.

This activation is contingent upon input from a Core Group. This Core Group 
is responsible for supporting the creation of individual Art Projects through 
brainstorming, workshop participation, financial support and input into the 
decision making process.
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 The Core Group will be    
 comprised of:

 -Transportation Infrastructure
 -Stantec
 -Volker Stevin
 -The City of Calgary Marketing   
 Team
 -The SSC comprised of    
 representative’s from the 17th ave.  
 district BRZ’s 
 -Special Interest Groups including   
 the 17th ave. Community  

CORE GROUP



The primary role of the SSC will be to help identify the best opportunities for 
ART integration into the 17th Ave Reconstruction Project. 

They will assist and influence the decision making regarding all cREative Realm 
Projects through input during the initial SSC meeting/workshop.

During the initial SSC meeting/workshop the SSC will work with the 
Community Consultant, the Lead Artist and the Art PM to brainstorm ideas and 
identify potential “problem zones” and “prime opportunity sites”.

The SSC will collaborate with Blank Page Studio in the design, development 
and may choose to assist in the implementation of the Marquis Projects. 

The creation of a Charter, the distillation of the CC’s documentation and 
benchmark communication points, the SSC and Blank Page Studio will ensure 
the Marquis Projects meet the goals laid out during the initial meeting.  

Within the cREative Realm framework, there are 2 main Project streams. 
As each Project stream will receive funding from different sources, there will 
be slight variations in the Project Management and evaluation systems to 
ensure efficiency and impact. 
For clarity, we will refer to the Project streams as:

5 The Standing Stakeholder committee
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2

PROJECT 
STREAM

PROJECT 
STREAM

Project	Group:

-The SSC 
-Transportation   
Infrastructure 
-Stantec
-Volker Stevin 
-The City of Calgary 
Marketing Team 

Project	Group:

-Transportation   
Infrastructure 
-Stantec
-Volker Stevin 
-The City of Calgary 
Marketing Team 

The overall Objectives of the cREative Realm are to develop and support 
Projects that encourage the Public to:

	 Explore	17th	Ave	SW	in	a	new	way	through; 
	 Imagination	and Interaction

All cREative Realm Projects will be developed within the framework of these 
Objects. 
To support the cREative Realm, a Charter will be created in collaboration 
with the Core Group during the initial meeting and will serve as a Terms of 
Reference and a collective understanding as to how we will best meet these 
objectives.

The overall Reconstruction 
Project drives the cREative 
Realm which is in-turn 
Managed by Blank Page 
Studio. (see next pg.)

The SSC will be 
involved in a series 
of meetings and 
will co-create the 
Charter for the
cREative Realm.

(see pg. 6 for the 
meeting schedule) 
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ART	PROJECT	MANAGER	-	Art	PM

The Art Project Manager handles the practical delivery of projects, 
assisting and advising the Lead Artist and the Core Group about the 
strategic and practical deliverable aspects of the program. The Art PM 
is the main contact point for all parties involved in the fulfillment of the 
cREative Realm Projects. Managing competitions/commissioning process, 
helping to draft individual project contracts and overseeing project 
budgets and timelines are the Art PM’s responsibility.
With the Lead Artist, the Art PM will monitor design development, 
production, installation and de-installation of the commissions and will 
help the Core Group and SSC organize the program evaluation process. 

COMMUNITY	CONSULTANT	-	CC

The primary goal of the Community Consultant is to support and facilitate 
involvement in the artistic process by helping to generate ideas and 
developing local pride and ownership of the projects. They will assist 
the artist/project selection through involvement in a series of meetings 
outlined in the following (Project & Artist Selection) section as well as 
providing summery documents.

The Community Consultant:	Intelligent	Futures
Intelligent Futures is a team of planners, designers, and urbanists in 
Calgary. Recognized for their creative, collaborative, ability to work 
between professions and because of the already existing relationship with 
Blank Page Studio, they are ideal for this role.

CC Benchmarks:
Winter 2017
-Facilitation of meeting 1 between the SSC and the Core Group to help 
determine goals and identify concerns. 
-Follow up meeting to present summery documents, outlining 
recommended Project Types.

6 Creative Team -	Blank page studio  

ARTISTS

Artists operate as both visionaries and creators. Their roles will vary in 
response to the specific opportunities for creating cultural value, but their 
goals should respond to the physical and cultural context of a particular site, 
and their activities should engage diverse audiences.

Refer to “Artist Selection” for details.
*Artist fees depend on specific project types. 

LEAD	ARTIST

Working with the Core Group, the Lead Artist will act as the primary 
creative consultant for the cREative Realm. The Lead Artist is a driving 
force behind identifying opportunities for creative projects within the 
overall road reconstruction, and steering the implementation of these 
projects. Researching and connecting with artists and other creative 
collaborators, the Lead Artist will advise on budgets, timelines, and 
contracts, monitor design development, production, installation and de-
installation of the commissions.

Winter/Spring 2017
-2nd SSC meeting to present Project Types and Selected Artists
- Provide summery documents

Summer/Fall 2017
-Following the first season of Projects, a “review” meeting with the SSC and the Core 
Group will be required to determine successes and failures before programming the 
2017/2018 season.

Reassessment and Planning for 2018
-Assisting the Core Group in moving forward (ex. new contracts, project/artist 
selection)
 
Summer/Fall 2018
-Final documentation and decompression of cREative Realm 17 Ave Projects

TEAM	PARTNERS

Team Partners are yet to be identified and will depend on the specific projects 
selected. Team Partners may be comprised of local businesses, community groups and 
other organizations/individuals who may be engaged in the cREative Realm in a way 
such that mutual benefit is gained. 
ex. Western Memorial High School, The Ship & Anchor Pub, This is My City Art Society, 
The New Gallery, etc. 

7 creative TEAM	-	OTHER 

THE	ART

The ART or Project Outcomes can be thought of empirical experiments. 
Project Outcomes will feedback to the Core Group and allow the over all 
Plan to be modified as needed.
Legacy Projects will be considered case by case. 
The nature of the ART within the scope of the cREative Realm is to be 
multidisciplinary and temporary. 
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3

1- OPEN 

2- CONNECT 

3- SUPPORT 

4- CREATE 



Marquee	Project types will be developed and implemented over the two year 
reconstruction and will heavily involve input from the SSC. These projects will be 
designed in collaboration with the SSC and will require regular updates with the SSC. 
The Marquee Projects will be implemented and managed by the Art PM and the 
Lead Artist and will not exceed 75K each.   

Creative	Project types will be proposed by individual Artists, the Lead Artist as well 
as co-created through consultation with the SSC and the Core Group. The process for 
selection of specific projects should involve members from:  

Core Group 
Community Consultant (CC) 
Lead Artist
Art PM

PROJECT	SELECTION	PROCESS

**It is understood that additional meetings may be required to meet some of the 
cREative Realm objectives. The following is an outline for the initial decision making 
regarding Project and Artist selection process. 

8 PROJECT	&	Artist SELECTION 

One of the major steps involved in the cREative Realm will be to select the individual 
project types and the individual artists/teams who will work on the selected project.

The particular mechanisms used to match creative opportunities and artists should 
reflect an appreciation of Values over Deliverables. The process needs to respond 
to the particular set of requirements surrounding each opportunity. Though the 
recommendations for specific projects will be made by the Lead Artist and the Art 
PM, all final decisions, depending up project type, will occur in consultation with the 
Core Group.

Initial	SSC	meeting/workshop	
Will include representatives from the Core Group including the SSC with the support of 
the CC to determine goals and identify concerns for all	cREative	Realm	Project	Types. 
The team will review the cREative Realm 17 Ave SW plan. This meeting will gather 
individuals together to inform the SSC about the overall cREative Realm 17 Ave SW and 
ensure active participation in the decision making process. 

Outcome	1
Project locations and ideas for the Creative Project Types will be condensed and the 
SSC will begin to develop The Marquee Projects that they will fund for 2017. The SSC’s 
concerns and ideas will be summarized by the CC. 

Meeting	2	
Will include the Lead Artist, CC and Art PM and will distill the opportunity for New 
Projects based upon Outcome 1 and the SSC’s input. The ideas from the SSC for the 
Marquee Projects for 2017 will be reviewed and will be expanded as needed by the 
Lead Artist and the Art PM.
 
Outcome	2
All cREative Realm Projects will be considered in relation to construction schedule 
and Creative Project Type proposals will be finalized. The CC documentation will be 
reviewed and the Lead Artist and the Art PM will begin the Artist	Selection	Process	
(outlined on the next page).

Meeting	3
Will include members of the Core Group including the SSC, the Lead Artist and the Art 
PM. They will review the recommendations of the Art PM and the Lead Artist for the 
Marquee Project and the selection of Artists for all cREative Realm Projects.
   
Outcome	3
Final Artist selection will be made for the 2017 Marquee Project. 
Artist Contracts will be finalized (see Contracts - Copyright - Ownership section).  

Meeting	4
Will include representatives from the Core Group, the Art PM, and the Lead Artist. 
Creative Project Types will be solidified based upon the SSC’s input, the CC summary 
and the final selection of the 2017 Marquis Project. 

Outcome	4/5
The individual Artists/Artist teams will be selected and Contracts will be signed. Artist 
Fees and material budgets will be made available. 2017 Creative Project Types and the 
2017 Marquee  Project will commence.

Meeting	5
2017 Projects and programming will be reviewed and steps will be taken towards the 
planning for 2018. Repeat meeting and outcome schedule as outlined above.
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Once Creative Project types have been determined, the Lead Artist and 
the Art PM will begin matching Artists to opportunities through one or a 
combination of the methods outlined above.

The criteria for Artist Selection will include:
 
 •Previous experience with similar scale projects
 •Availability
 •Calgary-based artists will be given priority to avoid excess travel 
 •Ability to work as a part of a team 

Meeting 3 will present the individual Artist/Teams to the Core Group before 
final contracts are in place. The	SSC	will	be	able	to	make	recommendations	
at	this	time.	

Determining Artists ability and availability will be the role of the Lead Artist 
and the Art PM through an interview process and a series of meetings taking 
into account the SSC and the Core Group suggestions.

The review of individual Artists selected will be initiated by the Art PM and 
assisted by the Lead Artist if required.

Potential risks include extended turn around times for individual meetings. 
The Art PM will ensure prompt schedules for interviews and final decisions.   

Additional meetings may be required depending on the scope and scale of 
the Marquee  Projects.

9 Roles and financial overview 

It is understood that Blank Page Studio will be responsible for providing the 
services of Lead Artist, Art PM and Community Consultant.  

Most of the day-to-day implementation of Specific Projects will be carried out 
by the Art PM. The Lead Artist will schedule regular meetings with the Art PM 
to check in on Project development and help to solve potential problems that 
may arise. As well, the Lead Artist will support individual Artists as required 
and support communication between the Core Group, the Art PM and the 
greater community.

The Lead Artist Role can be thought of as creative support for the day-to-day 
operations of the cREative Realm. The Lead Artist will be critical at several 
points of the cREative Realm process and as different Creative Projects require 
different levels of support, the Lead Artist can expect to be more of the guide 
for the overall vision of the cREative Realm.

The Art PM’s responsibilities during the implementation of projects will be 
intensified during the summer construction months and it is expected that 
although work will continue through the winter, The Art PM will have less 
day-to-day responsibilities during the winter months. Management of Budgets, 
timelines, contracts and adherence to schedule will be the primary role of the 
Art PM. 

Artist	SELECTION	Process
The Artist and Project Selection Period will employ different methods of 
selection based upon the individual project type. Those methods may 
include:

 •directly engage with local artists and visit artists’ studios
 •consult online resources, such as artist directory listings and databases
 •engage art organizations and consultants, such as artist-run centers,   
 collectives, commercial and public galleries, educational institutions, etc.  
 (through holding presentations about opportunities and requesting artist  
 recommendations)
 •research case studies of other initiatives that match project goals
 •consult contemporary catalogues, books, art magazines
 •public announcements of opportunities and open competitions

The final decision for Artist Selection and Contracts will be signed in alignment 
with the needs of the Core Group and the overall cREative Realm Project 
(please see “contract” section for more details).

*After Artist’s are selected and Contracts are in place, additional meetings 
with the SSC may be needed to organize support for Artist’s specific Creative 
Projects in order to best meet the needs of the community and to identify 
potential project partners.

**It is understood that Transparency is important for Artist/Project selection. 
To this point, selection processes will be documented and justified. We will 
strive to ensure that the process is accessible to a diverse set of practitioners, 
including emerging artists and students. We will seek to commission work of a 
high caliber that also has relevance to this cREative Realm’s Vision as well as its 
unique context.

***Blank Page Studio will provide documentation that speaks to WHY specific 
Projects have been chosen and HOW Artist’s have been selected based upon 
the opportunity.    
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OVERALL	ESTIMATES:	cREative	Realm	BUDGET

ARTIST/MATERIAL/FABRICATION (65%)

CONTINGENCY (10%)

It	is	understood	that	the	overall	cREative	Realm	Project	Budget	for	Creative	
Project	Types	is	$300,000.
As	there	are	no	additional	funds,	each	individual	Project	will	be	capped	and	
adhere	to	budget.

It	is	understood	that	the	SSC	Marquee	Project	budget	will	not	exceed	$75K	
per	project.

Each Project will operate within it’s allocated budget. The Art PM will ensure 
outcomes and adherence to best practices and budget management.  

*It is the priority of the Lead Artist to allocate as much as possible of any 
given project Budget to the Artist.

**If possible, Blank Page Studio will scale back their role, allowing more 
budget to be available for Artist/Material/Fabrication.

***It is the priority of Blank Page Studio to support projects that provide the 
largest impact for each Project and its approved budget.

BLANK PAGE STUDIO (25%)

 
Specific	Project	Types	Budget	=	$300K	over	2	years

BLANK PAGE STUDIO (25%)   = $75,000
ARTIST/MATERIAL/FAB.(65%)   = $195,000
CONTINGENCY (10%)   = $30,000

MARQUEE	PROJECT	BUDGET	=	<$75,000	/each

BLANK PAGE STUDIO (25%)   = <$18,750
ARTIST/MATERIAL/FAB.(65%)  = <$48,750
CONTINGENCY (10%)   = <$7,500

11 The Deliverable

In order to meet the multiple needs of the Core Group, the stakeholders, 
citizens, and artists, the cREative Realm calls for the development of an agile 
framework and methodology for commissioning projects. To achieve this, 
community and stakeholder engagement efforts must be sincere and inclusive, 
and must be conducted with the ultimate goal of discovering and establishing 
a common language for all parties to be able to participate in the conversation 
about the role of culture in the community. 

As this Plan is intended to be a starting point for a series of projects, it may 
be best to frame it and the resulting projects as a study: The Plan is the 
hypothesis, and the Projects are empirical experiments. To the extent that 
the results of an experiment may deviate from the originating hypothesis, the 
particular details of the Plan should be periodically evaluated at key stages, 
and modified as needed. It is imperative that the implementation of the Plan is 
carried out by dedicated individuals, who are effective as advocates of art and 
community development, and are committed to achieving the vision set out 
above.

10 The Experiment 

Blank Page Studio will provide the services of the Lead Artist, the ART PM and 
the CC for both the Marquee	Projects	and the	Creative	Projects.

MARQUEE	PROJECTS
Considering a <$75K per project budget for the Marquee	Projects, roughly 
<$18,750 is required for the administration of the Marquee	Projects by Blank 
Page Studio.
 
The remaining budget for any Marquee	Project = <$48,750 for each project 
with a <$15K contingency.

CREATIVE	PROJECTS
Considering a $300K budget for Creative	Projects	over two years, roughly 
$75K is required for the development and administration of Creative	Projects	
by Blank Page Studio. 

The remaining budget for Specific Project Types = $195,000 including Artist 
fees, Material costs with a remaining contingency fund of 30K 
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12 The TIME LINE -	Phasing

JUL.	2017FEB.	2017 MAR.	2017 APR.	2017 MAY.	2017 JUN.	2017 AUG.	2017 SEPT.	2017 OCT. 

NOV.	2017 DEC.	2017 JAN.	2018 FEB.	2018 MAR.	2018 APR.	2018

meeting 1

Blank Page Contract

meeting 2 meeting 3 meeting 4

Approval of Budgets

Artist Selection

Creative Project Selection

2017 MarqueeProject Roll OUT

2017 Creative Project Roll OUT

Documentation

Check IN

Documentation

Check IN

2017 Marquee Project Wrap UP

2017 Creative Project Wrap UP

meeting 5

Doc. Compile

Renew Blank Page Contract
2018 Programming

Media Meet Media Meet Media Meet Media Meet

Media Meet

Marquee Project Design Marquee Project Selection

Artist Contracts Signed

outcome 1 outcome 2 outcome 3 outcome 4

Artist Reports Summarized

9

2017

cc Doc.

REVIEW

REVIEW

REVIEW

REVIEW

REVIEW

REVIEW REVIEW REVIEW

*REVIEW times will involve a number of opportunites 
for oversight from Core Group 1 and 2 and potential 
City of Calgary Risk Management Process pertaining to 
specific Creative and Marquee Projects

**This is a suggested timeline and provides a framework 
to work within. As there are many individual schedules 
to work with, Blank Page Studio will remain flexible to 
accommodate and ensure deliverables regardless of 
adherence to specific timelines.

Call to Artists open house

***The priority is to have all Creative Projects and Marquee Projects as well as individual 
Artists/Artist Teams lined up and approved before June 01, 2017.

All 2017 cREative Realm Projects will take place from June-October 2017.  



13 Contracts-copyrights-ownership

Contracts will be awarded on a case by case basis decided through 
a juried proposal process. All artists will be contracted to Blank Page 
Studio, and will be expected to carry liability insurance of $2M with 
Blank Page listed as co-insured.  

Given the budget and timeline limitations, projects are expected to be 
primarily temporary in nature. Any projects with permanent or legacy 
components will undergo a standard City of Calgary structural review 
process.  

Ownership of the final permanent or legacy pieces will be negotiated 
on a case by case basis and will be either removed, relocated or 
ownership assumed by a community organization with a defined 
ownership, liability, care and maintenance agreement in place. No 
works resulting from this projects are expected to become a part of 
the City of Calgary’s public art collection. All copyright will be retained 
by the commissioned artist/s at all times.

There is a potential location at 5 St. and 17 Ave. for a legacy piece.

Generally the ownership of the artwork should remain that of the 
ARTIST however, as mentioned above, this will be evaluated on a case 
by case basis.

Due to the temporary nature of the cREative Realm, ARTISTS will be 
encouraged to make work that has value to them and their practice 
as well as to the public and greater community. Ideally, any work that 
is created during the 17th Ave Reconstruction will be installed and 
removed by the artist/team.

Contracts should detail the need for any reproduction/documentation 
of the work to credit the ARTIST.

Contracts should include a standard for individual Artist reporting such 
that accurate information can be collected and shared.
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15 Media

The overall Media Strategy will be that of the City of Calgary and will be 
coordinated through the City of Calgary’s Media Relations Division.

All spokespeople, media interviews and any other media relations to do 
with the 17 Avenue Reconstruction project is to be led and coordinated 
by The City of Calgary.

Spokespeople for the cREative Realm may include the Art PM, the Lead 
Artist, individual Artists/teams, 17 Avenue Reconstruction project PM, 
Ward 8 Councillor, Lead City Communicator, etc. This will be determined 
through the media strategy planning.

14 Payment structure

1.      20% - Retainer and signing of contract
2.      25% - Upon Lead Artist review for material purchases
3.      20% - Upon project mid-point review
4.      5% - Upon project construction set up
5.      25% - Upon exhibition completion
6.      5% - Project take down and documentation

To facilitate payment, Stantec will be forwarding Blank Page Studio’s invoice 
immediately upon receipt without the need to group it together with Stantec’s 
other services. This is to facilitate prompt payment for services.

It is a priority of the Lead Artist to ensure prompt and efficient payment for any 
ARTIST project.
 
To expedite payment for art projects including ARTIST fee and Material/
Fabrication costs Blank Page Studio will anticipate milestones and invoice 
Stantec at appropriate benchmarks. The overall cREative Realm team will do its 
best to ensure adequate cahs flow for the success of individual projects.
Bench Marks will be identified during the Contract phase and ARTISTS will have 
access to funds upon receipt of invoice.
It is imperative that good relationships are fostered between the cREative 
Realm/TI team and individual ARTISTS in order to have successful outcomes.


